
Privacy, data, licensing, usage information for ESOL  

The resource: Essential Skills for Online Learners (ESOL) is developed and maintained by The 

University of Manchester Library, and is primarily hosted on OpenLearn Create from The Open 

University. Activities involving text boxes are hosted on Glitch and integrated with OpenLearn Create 

with permission. 

Open access: you can use the resource whether or not you are a Manchester student. You can 

access the resource online, or you can download a version in Word format to print/use offline. 

Openly licensed/open source: Unless otherwise stated, educational content (structured text) is 

reusable under the CC BY-NC-SA license, and code (HTML/CSS/JavaScript/Node.js) is reusable under 

the MIT license. The author for attribution purposes is The University of Manchester Library, and the 

copyright holder is The University of Manchester. Please contact us with any questions. 

Collection of data: Below is a table showing what data will be collected based on your level of 

engagement with the resource, and how they are used. 

If you… We will collect… We will use it to… Implications for you 

Access the resource 
without enrolling 

Anonymised usage 
data via the OpenLearn 
Create platform. 

Improve the resource 
by looking at overall 
usage patterns. 

If you do not choose to 
enrol, you are not 
identifiable. 

Enrol on the resource The name and email 
you choose to provide 
via your profile. 
 
This will only be stored 
on the OpenLearn 
Create platform. 

Review the impact of 
the resource by 
producing statistics 
based on domains of 
registered users. 
 
Occasionally invite you 
to give feedback – you 
can opt out any time. 

You can choose what 
to put in your profile 
and whether to enrol 
on the resource. 
 
You can unenrol any 
time to withdraw your 
information from us. 

Access the resource 
while enrolled 

Data on your usage of 
the resource along 
with your name and 
email as above. 
 
This will only be stored 
on the OpenLearn 
Create platform. 

Review the impact of 
the resource by 
producing statistics 
based on domains of 
registered users (e.g. 
manchester.ac.uk) and 
usage. 
 

You can choose what 
to put in your profile 
and whether to enrol 
on the resource. 
 
You can unenrol any 
time to withdraw your 
information from us. 

Enter text into activity 
boxes 

The text you enter, not 
associated with your 
personal details. 
 
This will only be stored 
on the ESOL 
application on the 
Glitch platform. Data 
are accessible only by 
the University of 
Manchester Library. 

Review impact by 
producing statistics 
based on activity 
usage, length of text 
entered, common 
words entered. 

We do not associate 
responses with your 
OpenLearn Create 
profile, name or email.  
 
We will not include 
personal identifying 
information in 
statistics. You can 
request/remove your 
data at any time. 

 


